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Situating local stakeholders within national disaster governance structures: rebuilding urban neighbourhoods following the 2015 Nepal earthquake

PATRICK DALY, SABIN NINGLEKHU, PIA HOLLENBACH, JENNIFER DUYNE BARENSTEIN AND DORI NGUYEN

ABSTRACT  A 7.8-magnitude earthquake struck Nepal on 25 April 2015, killing nearly 9,000 people and destroying half a million homes. This paper analyses the effectiveness of Nepali government institutions managing the reconstruction. Using institutional ethnography, we analyse how the post-earthquake governance framework has incorporated the flexibility and decentralization outlined in pre-earthquake plans. We balance this with observations from five case study urban settlements in the Kathmandu Valley to provide a “bottom-up” perspective on how local stakeholders are engaged in rebuilding their communities. The creation of ad hoc national-level disaster management agencies can weaken already under-resourced local governance structures. The Nepal case study reveals that national disaster management plans drafted after the Hyogo and Sendai frameworks, which promote the decentralization of disaster governance, are not necessarily followed up with practical steps to empower local stakeholders and facilitate decentralization – and are readily dismissed in the face of a real emergency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A combination of rapid urbanization and increasing concentrations of vulnerability has made urban disaster management an important topic within academic and policy circles. Over the past three decades, a succession of devastating earthquakes, floods, storms and tsunamis have killed hundreds of thousands of people and caused extensive damage in cities around the world. The aftermath of these events demonstrates that the density and complexity of urban environments make post-disaster reconstruction logistically and politically challenging, and highly expensive. Urban inhabitants rely on complex webs of infrastructure and interlinked social, political and economic systems for accessing basic service needs and ensuring livable conditions. Therefore, responding to urban disasters requires coordination across multiple sectors and scales.
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II. DISASTER GOVERNANCE AND DECENTRALIZATION

“To define the term more specifically, disaster governance consists of the interrelated sets of norms, organizational and institutional actors, and practices (spanning predisaster, transdisaster, and postdisaster periods) that are designed to reduce the impacts and losses associated with disasters arising from natural and technological agents and from intentional acts of terrorism. Norms include laws and regulations at multiple scales, informal norms, consensus-based standards and frameworks, and other mechanisms that encourage collective action...”(6)

Disaster governance encompasses the laws, regulations, practices and policies that guide hazard mitigation and post-disaster response.(7) As discussed by Tierney, this shift from government to governance is an acknowledgement of the complex networks of actors needed to successfully implement disaster risk reduction programmes and respond to complex emergencies.(8) This includes national and local government institutions, non-governmental organizations, civil society and the private sector.(9) There is an emerging consensus amongst governments and the international humanitarian sector that effective disaster management requires inclusive stakeholder involvement,(10) cooperation of governance, and engagement with a wide range of stakeholders from government, civil society and the private sector.(3) How well cities are prepared to manage complex emergencies, and how quickly they adapt in the face of often overwhelming challenges, can determine the efficiency and effectiveness of post-disaster response. Central to this is disaster governance.

The April 2015 earthquake in Nepal resulted in over 8,790 dead, 498,852 houses destroyed, and severe disruption of livelihoods. The damage was most acute in remote rural areas, but also impacted historic urban settlements in the Kathmandu Valley. The earthquake triggered a major humanitarian response, including support from international emergency response teams, relief and reconstruction advisors, and over US$ 4.1 billion pledged by international donors.(4) In May 2016, the Government of Nepal (GoN) issued a master plan for rebuilding that advocated vulnerability reduction, fair and equitable distribution of aid, and owner-driven housing reconstruction.(5)
and collaboration, transparency and clear flows of information, and administrative and financial flexibility – i.e. good governance.

To achieve good disaster governance, it is essential to balance centralized government control (which is commonly required following destructive events that exceed the capacities of local governments to manage) with political and fiscal decentralization to better include local levels of government and community-based institutions. The 2005–2015 Hyogo Framework for Action (HFA) promotes decentralization and encourages governments to “recognize the importance and specificity of local risk patterns and trends, [...] decentralize responsibilities and resources for disaster risk reduction to relevant sub-national or local authorities, as appropriate”.

There is considerable research suggesting that centralized governance systems are not adaptive and flexible enough to respond to complex emergencies because of their rigid bureaucratic frameworks, organizational hierarchies, and politicized budget and accountability mechanisms. A number of compelling arguments have been made that decentralizing disaster governance is especially necessary in urban environments to account for the complex social, political and economic dynamics common in cities, the multitude of overlapping stakeholders involved, and the potential lack of alignment between disaster-affected areas and political/administrative boundaries. As proposed by Douglass, “the task at hand is to begin to build new types of disaster governance capacities into local institutions. This would require a fundamental shift in urban governance at the city level along with substantial transfers of power and financial capacities from central to local governments.”

While we agree in theory with the value of decentralizing disaster governance in urban areas, we note that much of the relevant literature fails to discuss how this shift can occur in a practical sense. In this paper, we add to this discussion by arguing that the success of urban post-disaster reconstruction is contingent upon the involvement, capabilities and adaptability of municipal and lower-level governments, and contributions from civil society and community-driven initiatives.

Importantly, many of the pragmatic and mundane processes essential for building in urban areas (and thus rebuilding following a disaster), such as conducting safety inspections, issuing building permits and managing infrastructure (i.e. transportation, communication, sanitation, utilities, etc.), are core parts of the administrative portfolios of local government offices. Local levels of government and community-based organizations have more intimate connections with the people they serve, and are well positioned as an interface among national government institutions, NGOs, international donors and disaster-affected persons.

This paper questions why, in spite of extensive rhetoric about decentralized and bottom-up disaster management, it is standard practice for large-scale post-disaster reconstruction efforts to be coordinated “top-down” by national and supra-national governance structures (i.e. the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs [OCHA], the UN cluster system, multi-donor trust funds, and national agencies created in response to specific events). We argue that the hesitation to decentralize disaster management can result in disjunctures, for as noted by Marks and Lebel, “once decentralization reforms are undertaken, this often creates pushback
over the ‘right’ level for decisions, money allocations, and accountability, and about who should be responsible for what and who should do the work”.

In practical terms this can lead to unclear allocation of responsibilities, overlapping rules and regulations, and weak communication between the central government and other stakeholders. The end result is a “power-participation gap”, in which the lack of authority, funding and access to vital information can stunt the decision-making and implementing capacity in municipal and local levels of government.

The continued reliance upon centralized disaster management is justified in part by concerns about aid accountability and scepticism about the capacities of local government actors to manage reconstruction. These are both legitimate issues, and there are aspects of major post-disaster responses that arguably require centralized oversight (i.e. emergency response, raising funding, coordinating with international actors, mobilizing non-local resources and personnel, etc.).

However, arguments for decentralization were borne out of the failures of centralized disaster response mechanisms. It is not clear from the literature that centralized disaster response leads to better outcomes, and two commonly cited examples of effective post-disaster reconstruction – following the 2001 Gujarat earthquake and 2008 Sichuan earthquake – were both decentralized responses. A cynical interpretation is that the political economy of reconstruction encourages the consolidation and centralization of disaster governance. The introduction of potentially massive amounts of funding, and possibilities to craft new realities seductively offered by large-scale reconstruction projects, creates a power vortex that funnels authority to higher and higher levels.

It would be naïve to think that officials within higher levels of government and NGOs are eager to turn over major spending decisions to local actors, regardless of their support in principle for the Hyogo and Sendai frameworks and lip service to bottom-up approaches. For international NGOs, true bottom-up approaches make external actors unnecessary and would cost many highly coveted (and well compensated) jobs in the aid industry. Similarly, national government officials generally resist delegating control over major initiatives and yielding the spotlight to local levels of government. Large-scale reconstruction efforts are highly political processes in which national and institutional reputations are on display. The “opportunity” offered by a major disaster for political self-promotion, to exercise power and expand the reach of the state, to implement “wish list” projects not feasible under normal circumstances, and to make money are rarely missed by members of the economic and political elite.

Ironically, some of the same global institutions that endorse the decentralization enshrined in the Hyogo and Sendai frameworks encourage countries to establish ad hoc national-level disaster management agencies in response to specific disasters, often at the expense of previous disaster response plans (which some of these international organizations helped draft). Important examples of this include the creation of the Badan Rehabilitasi dan Rekonstruksi (BRR) in Indonesia after the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) in Pakistan after the 2005 earthquake, and now the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) in Nepal, established after the 2015 earthquake.

23. Thiruppugazh (2016); Chang-Richards et al. (2016).
26. Daly et al. (2016); Feener (2014).
While such new disaster governance agencies have been presented as a solution to limited governance infrastructure, capacity and accountability, it is not clear how much such frameworks: 1) successfully incorporate local stakeholders in a meaningful way to empower bottom-up efforts; and 2) whether such new national governance structures perform better than the national and local governance structures that they effectively replace or duplicate. In this paper we use data from urban settlements in the Kathmandu Valley to inquire into these issues.

III. RESEARCH CONTEXT AND METHODS

In this paper we draw upon data collected from local stakeholders in five historic urban settlements in the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal: Pilachhen, Bungmati, Harisiddhi, Thecho and Machhegaun. These settlements were selected because they represent different types of reconstruction partnerships that have developed among community groups, local NGOs and international NGOs.

Research was conducted during two field mobilizations in April and June 2016, and through ongoing monitoring by Nepal-based researchers. We reviewed documentation related to the GoN’s reconstruction plans, the NRA framework, and plans drafted by community reconstruction committees (CRCs) and NGOs. We analysed the responsibilities and capacities of the government agencies at all levels that are involved in the reconstruction of urban areas, drawing on interviews with members of the National Reconstruction Authority, municipal and ward-level civil servants, and staff from local and international NGOs. We used a combination of formal and informal semi-structured interviews. For each settlement we reviewed damage assessments and reconstruction plans, and conducted semi-structured interviews with local stakeholders. In each settlement we identified a number of reconstruction initiatives, and monitored their progress through June 2017, with repeated field visits to map out changing rebuilding strategies.

All five of our case study settlements suffered significant structural damage, livelihood disruptions and loss of life (Table 1). The extent of the structural damage caused by the earthquake varied significantly within each settlement, with some buildings collapsed, some moderately damaged, and some not affected. Structural assessments conducted after the earthquake suggest that multi-storey traditional buildings were especially vulnerable to collapse if they had not been well-maintained, in part because many historic buildings had been used for low-income rental housing. This suggests that resident affluence may have been a contributing factor to structural vulnerability.

These settlements are mainly occupied by Newars, an ethnic community indigenous to the Kathmandu Valley. The physical structure of Newari settlements is the result of several centuries of construction, and reflects their social organization, cultural practices and aesthetics. The Newars have historically been artisans, traders, potters, weavers and farmers. Newar settlements are compact, with interconnected buildings framing courtyards and narrow alleyways. Houses commonly have commercial space on the ground floor, topped by residential units. The exceptional architectural style and embedded cultural characteristics of Newari settlements have been recognized by the UN Educational, Social...
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as the collective Kathmandu Valley World Heritage Site. Important to our study is the socially cohesive nature of the settlements, and the informal governance mechanisms within Newar communities that influence decision-making, labour mobilization, and access to various forms of capital. The socio-cultural life of the Newar was historically governed by a guthi, an endogenous organization consisting of senior members of the settlement and representatives of households. The chairman and senior residents decide through consensus who occupies leadership positions. Guthis mostly oversee mortuary rituals and religious and cultural festivals, including maintenance of traditional structures such as temples, rest houses, and waterspouts.

While guthis reflect the Newars’ strong organizational capacity and inclination towards collective action, they are less involved in functional issues related to urbanization and modernization, such as upgrading and maintaining physical infrastructure. These domains are more the concern of neighbourhood associations or neighbourhood improvement committees, which assume considerable responsibility for practical administrative matters. However, membership in such associations is only open to landowners. Property ownership, based on historical practice and mandated by the Local Self-Governance Act 1999, is a necessary legal condition for residents to formally participate in the processes of local governance.

**IV. DISASTER GOVERNANCE IN NEPAL**

In 1990, the centralized control of the Nepal monarchy was replaced by a multiparty democratic system. This was followed by a series of institutional
31. This tiered system of governance may undergo some changes under the new federal state structure. In this paper we refer to ward, municipal and district government offices. A ward office is the smallest administrative unit of the municipal government. A ward office is led by a locally elected ward chairperson, along with four other elected members. A ward council serves as a conduit between the municipal council and local community. A municipality oversees a wide range of development projects within the city related to road maintenance, waste management, infrastructure upgrading, etc. The municipal office coordinates its activities with agencies such as the Kathmandu Valley Development Authority, the Road Department, the Department of Urban Development and Building Construction, etc. Municipalities can collect local taxes to provide part of their revenue stream. District Coordination Committees – DCCs (formally District Development Committees) are responsible for coordinating and overseeing development and governance-related work within the municipal and local bodies. This includes allocating financial resources and staff members to the lower-tier governance structures where necessary.

32. Dahal et al. (2002); Ninglekhu and Rankin (2008).
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measures geared toward decentralizing governance and liberalizing the economy. The Local Self-Governance Act 1999 (LSGA), focused on the devolution of governmental authority from the national to district, municipal and ward offices, was a critical step towards this decentralization, which has important implications for disaster governance in Nepal. (31)

Several provisions in the LSGA invite citizens’ active participation in local development processes in collaboration with government bodies under the rubric of “public–private partnership”, “users’ committee”, or “self-help” – terms that have become catchphrases in the context of local development and governance in the post-1990 period in Nepal. (32) These discourses were meant to instil a sense of ownership and encourage community mobilization among people as they carry out local development projects, such as laying down water pipes, black-topping roads, etc.

The LSGA mandated that official planning processes solicit proposals for local community development projects from users’ committees. Under such formal arrangements, citizens, as part of a user committee, provide part of the funds necessary to implement a development project. The municipality provides matching funds. While this push towards local self-governance has faced major challenges, it is relevant to point out that there was momentum to decentralize governance before the 2015 earthquake.

a. Disaster governance before the 2015 earthquake

Following the Hyogo Framework, the GoN developed a National Strategy for Disaster Risk Management (NSDRM) in 2009 with support from the UN Development Programme (UNDP) and the European Commission. (33) This document provided a comprehensive blueprint for Nepal to mitigate hazard risk and manage disaster responses. The proposed institutional structure called for the creation of a National Disaster Management Authority to oversee all facets of disaster management and post-disaster response. The plan allocated significant authority for hazard mitigation and disaster response to sub-national officials, in an explicit decentralization of governance. The plan anticipated building capacity at district, municipal and ward levels, and recommended that national plans such as bylaws and building codes be flexible so they could be modified by lower levels of government to better suit local contexts. The organizational structure in the NSDRM resulted from the assignment of new responsibilities to existing government agencies (Table 2).

The 2009 strategy was not formally implemented. However, together with the Hyogo Framework, it provided the basis for the Nepal Risk Reduction Consortium (NRRC), a coalition of government, NGO and private sector stakeholders to “reduce Nepal’s vulnerability of natural disasters”. (34) One of the five “flagship” priorities of the NRRC was policy/institutional strengthening, which focused on building the practical capacities of local government officials with regard to implementing the National Building Code. This involved projects to provide technical expertise to government officials at the district, municipal and ward levels; to masons and contractors; and to residents to ensure adherence to earthquake-resistant construction – with a particular focus on urban areas. While an assessment in 2014 reported significant deficiencies in the technical and administrative capacity of municipal and ward offices to properly inspect buildings and issue building permits, a number of
### TABLE 2
Disaster management implementation structures as proposed in the 2009 National Disaster Management Strategy, and created in response to the 2015 earthquake

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Disaster Management Strategy</th>
<th>National Reconstruction Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Council for Disaster Management (NCDM)</strong></td>
<td>Serves as the main implementation body of the NCDM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approves national DRR policies</td>
<td>Approves national DRR policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtains resources for DRR</td>
<td>Obtains resources for DRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinates international collaborations</td>
<td>Coordinates international collaborations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA)</strong></td>
<td>Serves as the main implementation body of the NCDM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approves national DRR policies</td>
<td>Approves national DRR policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtains resources for DRR</td>
<td>Obtains resources for DRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinates international collaborations</td>
<td>Coordinates international collaborations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Reconstruction Authority (NRA)</strong></td>
<td>Responsible for GoN reconstruction policy; coordination of internal and external stakeholders; and allocation of housing grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Urban Development (PIU)</td>
<td>Ministry of Urban Development (PIU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of damaged educational facilities</td>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of damaged educational facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Education (PIU)</strong></td>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of damaged educational facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of damaged schools and educational facilities</td>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of damaged educational facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation (PIU)</strong></td>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of damaged educational facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of damaged heritage sites</td>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of damaged heritage sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Federal Affairs &amp; Local Development (PIU)</strong></td>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of government infrastructure; distribution of housing reconstruction grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of government infrastructure; distribution of housing reconstruction grants</td>
<td>Oversees reconstruction and repair of government infrastructure; distribution of housing reconstruction grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-regional offices</strong></td>
<td>Coordinate between central authorities and local bodies; monitor progress and quality of reconstruction; solicit integrated reconstruction plans from VDCs, municipalities and districts, and facilitate implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District coordination committees</td>
<td>District coordination committees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee in each earthquake-affected district; coordinate and monitor reconstruction activities in the district; send reports to the NRA regional office</td>
<td>Committee in each earthquake-affected district; coordinate and monitor reconstruction activities in the district; send reports to the NRA regional office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:** The 2009 plan envisioned utilizing existing government offices at district, municipal and village development committee (VDC) levels, whereas the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) framework, which followed the 2015 earthquake, anticipated creating new institutions to work with local officials and communities. DRR = disaster risk reduction. GoN = Government of Nepal. LRC = local resource centre. PIU = project implementation unit.
projects were being carried out by donors and NGOs to reinforce these capacities at the time of the earthquake. In short, district, municipal and ward offices were all expected to play important roles in disaster response, and efforts were underway to build their respective capacities to do so at the time of the earthquake.

b. Disaster governance after the 2015 earthquake

Immediately following the earthquake, numerous government agencies at all levels participated in relief efforts. At the local level, ward offices played a significant role as a conduit for distributing relief materials and conducting preliminary damage assessments. An initial beneficiary list was sent to the Disaster Management Division within the Home Ministry, which allocated up to US$ 150 per beneficiary as a “relief fund”, and an additional US$ 100 as a “winter relief fund” to earthquake “victims”. This flow of information, money and decision-making was replaced when the NRA was formed.

The NRA, which initially lacked formal legal status, was led by the prime minister until August 2015, when a new CEO was appointed. The CEO had previously served as the vice chairman of the National Planning Commission, which led the Post-Disaster Needs Assessment (PDNA) in 2015 – a two-volume document that provided a comprehensive account of the earthquake-induced damage, and identified subsequent needs.\(^\text{35}\) The PDNA was prepared in collaboration with a consortium of the EU, World Bank, UNDP, Asian Development Bank, and Japan International Cooperation Agency, and focused mainly on policies for reconstruction in rural areas. However, less than a month after the appointment of the CEO, as part of a tussle between political parties vying for the NRA chairmanship, the GoN suspended the NRA, citing its lack of legal status. Between September and December 2015, all reconstruction-related matters were overseen centrally by the Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development and the Ministry of Urban Development, and were carried out locally by the municipal and local government bodies, such as village development committees (VDCs) and ward offices. During this period, reconstruction largely stalled, as all stakeholders waited for an officially approved reconstruction policy, damage assessment, beneficiary list, and new bylaws and building codes – all of which were promised by the GoN. The NRA was revived in December 2015 with the appointment of a new CEO – this time as a formal legal body backed by legislation with a stated mission statement and organizational structure.

The NRA structure and mandate were influenced by reconstruction agencies established in Pakistan and the state of Gujarat in India.\(^\text{36}\) This was done to ensure GoN control over the reconstruction as well as to eliminate the poor coordination of aid agencies and the inefficient use of resources widely reported in other post-disaster situations.\(^\text{37}\)

The Reconstruction and Resettlement Policy 2072 (2016) acts as the main guide to all NRA activities. According to the NRA progress report in April 2016, rules and guidelines were approved for housing grant distribution; environmental impact assessment; land acquisition; public procurement; reconstruction regulation; land registration; and working with non-governmental organizations.\(^\text{38}\) The key roles of the NRA are listed in Table 3.
c. Structure of the NRA

The NRA consists of an advisory committee, a steering committee, and an executive committee. The advisory committee has two members: the prime minister and the leader of the main opposition party. The NRA partnered with four ministries that serve as “implementing agencies”: Ministry of Urban Development (MOULD), Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development (MoFALD), Ministry of Education, and Ministry of Culture, Tourism, and Civil Aviation. Within each ministry, the NRA established central project implementation units (CL-PIUs) to carry out practical tasks related to the reconstruction (summarized in Table 3). In theory, the CL-PIUs receive their budgets directly from the NRA and were granted the authority to approve reconstruction tasks and implement projects and programmes at the district level.

To incorporate local government and community-based organizations (CBOs), the NRA was charged with establishing seven “sub-regional offices” to coordinate between central and local authorities; 14 district-level project implementation units (DL-PIUs) to oversee coordination, implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allocating reconstruction funds</td>
<td>“The NRA is responsible for allocating resources from the National Reconstruction Fund to ministries and implementing agencies to carry out recovery and reconstruction activities, based on the agreed priorities and plans.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approving plans, budgets and programmes</td>
<td>“The NRA will ensure that the plans, budgets and programmes of individual ministries contribute to a coherent recovery and reconstruction implementation effort.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relocation and rehabilitation</td>
<td>“The NRA is empowered to identify appropriate sites or acquire land for reconstruction, integrated settlement, rehabilitation and relocation, or develop norms for these activities.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborating with key stakeholders</td>
<td>“The NRA will mobilise and collaborate with the government, the Districts, the private sector, NGOs and community and international organizations to deliver effective reconstruction.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building implementation capacity</td>
<td>“The NRA will build – and support others to build – special capacities through technical assistance, training and the use of external expertise.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and quality control</td>
<td>“The NRA will ensure the safety and quality of reconstruction works by government and partners, by using norms, standards, inspections, examinations and regular monitoring. It will also order the demolition and removal of unsafe structures or do so on behalf of owners in certain situations.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure accountability and transparency</td>
<td>“The NRA will conduct public hearings at least once in six months. It will present a public report on reconstruction and expenditure and submit an annual report to the GoN. A committee for grievance redressal will be available to those adversely-affected during reconstruction.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and monitoring of reconstruction-related activities at the district level; and 160 “local resource centres” (LRCs) to support community-based reconstruction efforts. These offices were intended to position the NRA closer to affected communities, and to provide training for local NGOs and CBOs to increase their capacity to rebuild. The LRCs were authorized to work with external donors and NGOs, as well as carry out field-level project activities with regard to beneficiary enrolment, training, communication and outreach, technical assistance, social mobilization, and reporting.

Perhaps the most important institutions for rebuilding houses are village development committees (VDCs) and local ward offices (WOs), which were authorized to oversee housing, infrastructure and community projects in their respective areas. Under the NRA guidelines, the VDC or the WO should work with a “mobile technical support team” provided by the LRC. These teams should consist of one engineer, one sub-engineer and one social mobilizer to assist with design approval, as well as the monitoring and evaluation of reconstruction projects. To be clear, this was the structure and the workflow as presented in the NRA guidelines, and as discussed below, does not necessarily reflect how things played out. In Section V we present data from our five case study settlements in the Kathmandu Valley to discuss how the NRA and the new institutional framework carried out their core functions and facilitated residential reconstruction.

V. RECONSTRUCTION OF HISTORIC URBAN SETTLEMENTS

All of our case study settlements were heavily damaged by the earthquake (Table 1). The five settlements share broadly consistent narratives for the emergency response in the first six months after the earthquake. The initial response was carried out by a mix of local residents, community-based organizations, international NGOs and local ward offices. This entailed provision of relief supplies (food, water, clothing, etc.) and medical assistance. Temporary shelter was provided by a more limited number of actors in coordination with local ward offices. This process varied among settlements, ranging from a Danish NGO providing over 200 complete prefabricated temporary shelters in Bungmati, to the distribution of corrugated tin sheets and tarps to residents in Pilachhen from small donors. Once temporary shelters were in place, local volunteer efforts were undertaken to clear rubble, stabilize damaged structures, and carry out basic repair of communal and religious infrastructure. This was largely conducted by local residents, with limited aid secured on an ad hoc basis. In all settlements, some semblance of functional routines was evident after four–six months; for instance, children were back in schools, and small business activities resumed.

In this section we evaluate how well the NRA carried out its main roles with regard to housing reconstruction following the emergency relief period within our case study settlements. We then discuss steps taken by each settlement to rebuild, and the extent to which local reconstruction initiatives were supported by the NRA.

a. Assessment of the NRA support in case study settlements

In this sub-section we assess five key roles of the NRA vital for rebuilding within urban areas (summarized in Table 4).
Allocating reconstruction funds: One of the main goals of the NRA is “allocating resources...to carry out recovery and reconstruction initiatives...”(39) For this paper, we limit the scope to the NRA's allocation of funds to rebuilding private homes. The core of the NRA's housing policy was to provide housing grants, in three tranches, to help rebuild destroyed houses. There was no equivalent policy to provide financial support to repair damaged houses. In all settlements there were complaints about the housing grants. The US$ 3,000 limit set by the NRA that each household can receive from all sources is widely seen as inadequate for rebuilding within urban areas – where rebuilding costs range from US$ 12,000 to 40,000. While it is reasonable for the GoN and NRA to set a limit on their own support for reconstruction, applying a cap to other potential sources of non-private sector funding has limited the ability of donors and NGOs to spend on housing. In one of our settlements, Pilachhen, local leaders have been able to mobilize their social and political capital to bend the rules and obtain approval from the government to begin reconstruction using a combination of funding that exceeds the cap, but this is an exception and has involved sidestepping official NRA policy (with implicit NRA approval). Anecdotal evidence suggests that other communities and NGOs outside our study area have also utilized such creative strategies to cut through red tape.

Allocation of housing grants was contingent upon the completion of the official damage assessment, carried out by Nepal's Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) with support from the United Nations Office of Project Services (UNOPS). The phase of the assessment that included the Kathmandu Valley and our case study settlements did not start until April 2016 (one year after the earthquake) and was completed in June 2016.(40) This delayed the drafting of lists of official beneficiaries and disbursement of housing grants by at least a year in all settlements. By the time this paper was written (June 2017), the majority of households listed as “beneficiaries” had either claimed the first tranche of funding, or had secured access to it (the government had deposited funds under the beneficiary’s name, which they can claim later). Many residents in these settlements are eligible to receive their second instalment, but funding has not been disbursed because NRA engineers have not provided a formal assessment to the NRA central office about the safety and integrity of housing plans. In Thecho and Machhegaun, a local NGO, Lumanti, has reached an agreement with the NRA, under which 115 households in each settlement from the government’s beneficiary list will receive the housing grant directly from Lumanti.

Collaboration with key stakeholders: The NRA is charged with collaborating with government and non-government institutions, including community-based organizations, to “deliver effective reconstruction”.(41) It is difficult, however, to find any semblance of constructive collaboration between the NRA and key stakeholders – whether the public, citizen-led groups, CBOs or NGOs – at the local level. This is the situation across all five settlements. However, the community reconstruction committee in Thecho reported that the NRA had recently established a separate reconstruction committee – in April 2017, two years after the earthquake – to collaborate with local stakeholders. The formation of this committee is an anomaly, as no other NRA-formed committee is present in the other settlements, and it was most likely formed too late to have a major impact regardless.
## Table 4
Overview assessment of the “key roles” the NRA has played within case study settlements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settlement</th>
<th>Allocation of reconstruction funds(^{(a)}) (housing grant)</th>
<th>Collaboration with key stakeholders</th>
<th>Building implementation capacity</th>
<th>Monitoring and quality control</th>
<th>Accountability and transparency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Bungmati   | 1\(^{st}\) instalment: paid  
2\(^{nd}\) instalment: some  
3\(^{rd}\) instalment: none | – Collaboration led by UN-Habitat  
– Moderate NRA involvement | – No NRA support for building capacity | – Monitoring officer sent for initial visit by NRA  
– No sustained follow-up | – No public hearing  
– Grievances of local residents collected in initial stage in collaboration with local ward office and members of citizen ward council |
| Harisiddhi | 1\(^{st}\) instalment: paid  
2\(^{nd}\) instalment: some  
3\(^{rd}\) instalment: none | – No NRA collaboration | – No NRA support for building capacity | – Initial NRA visit  
– No evidence for sustained NRA involvement | – No public hearing  
– No grievance collection |
| Machhegaun | Lumanti to pay US$ 3,000 towards houses it builds | – No adequate NRA collaboration with NGO (Lumanti) and community reconstruction committee | – No NRA support for building capacity | – Monitoring officer sent for initial visit by NRA  
– No sustained follow-up | – No public hearing  
– Grievance collection through one-page form placed in local ward office |
| Pilachhen | 1\(^{st}\) instalment: paid  
2\(^{nd}\) instalment: some  
3\(^{rd}\) instalment: none | – Informal NRA collaboration  
– Main collaboration led by national NGO (Maya Foundation) | – No NRA support for building capacity | – Monitoring officer sent for initial visit by NRA  
– No sustained follow-up | – No public hearing  
– No grievance collection |
| Thecho    | Lumanti to pay US$ 3,000 toward houses it builds | – Collaboration led by national NGO (Lumanti)  
– National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) role very limited | – No NRA support for building capacity | – Monitoring officer sent for initial visit by NRA  
– No monitoring or quality control by NRA engineers afterward | – No public hearing or grievance collection as stated in the rebuilding guidelines |

**NOTES:**

\(^{(a)}\)Other than the housing grant, the NRA has made no other financial commitment to the settlements. Housing grants were supposed to be paid in three instalments, pending NRA inspection of progress.

**SOURCE:** Interviews with local stakeholders in each settlement.
In Bungmati, local stakeholders and an architect working for UN-Habitat said there was very limited NRA coordination – they specifically cited the lack of coordination in rebuilding an important heritage temple site. In Machhegaun, residents hoped the NRA would help coordinate and resolve issues of land ownership, an NRA responsibility, but this never happened. In Harisiddhi, members of the community reconstruction committee reported that the NRA discouraged them from finding external partners to support locally designed rebuilding plans. The only evidence of significant NRA coordination is in Pilachhen, where there has been an informal working relationship between a local NGO, the Maya Foundation, and the NRA. The NRA has publicly made promises to the community that it would help provide funding, and mobilize donors to support the Pilachhen plan. The Pilachhen residents have also obtained promises from the executive officer of the Lalitpur sub-metropolitan city office to expedite approval of building designs. Our understanding is this was the result of the reconstruction committee in Pilachhen using connections to get the attention of the NRA.

**Building implementation capacity:** After a preliminary visit by NRA engineers in 2016 to produce a preliminary list of beneficiaries in each settlement (separate from the official damage assessment that followed), there has been limited follow-up from NRA staff or engineers in all settlements. We found no evidence in any of the settlements that the NRA has provided staff or resources to enhance the technical and administrative capacity of local government offices. Nor did we find any “local resource centres”, which were outlined in the NRA plan as a main way to enhance local capacity to implement projects.

**Monitoring and quality control:** In all of the settlements, stakeholders reported that the NRA had sent engineers immediately after the disaster to assess damage. The NRA has not been involved in monitoring or inspections related to issuing the second tranche of housing grants since this initial visit. In Bungmati, NRA engineers worked with the ward office to make a beneficiary list for housing grants for the first tranche – the only time the NRA engineers were present in the settlement on a regular basis. In Thecho, through municipal and district offices, the NRA was involved in preparing a list of beneficiaries. In Machhegaun, we were told that an NRA monitoring official only visited the settlement once to be briefed on local reconstruction plans, with no follow-up. Local stakeholders in all settlements have struggled to get NRA engineers to return to monitor and sign off on the second and third housing grant instalments.

**Ensuring accountability and transparency:** The NRA mentions public hearings every six months and the formation of grievance redressal committees as procedures to ensure accountability and transparency at the local level. However, we found no record of a public hearing in any of the settlements. With the exception of one short-lived instance in Bungmati, there is no evidence of the formation of a grievance redressal committee in any of the settlements. We found considerable confusion about which government agencies have jurisdiction over aspects of the reconstruction – uncertainty is a common theme for all stakeholders. In all of the settlements, respondents reported that they lack access to the NRA – there are no functioning formal mechanisms for local stakeholders (whether members of local government, private citizens or community reconstruction committees) to communicate in a reliable way with the NRA.

Overall, we found that the NRA has provided little to no practical rebuilding guidance or assistance in our case study settlements, other
than allotting the first tranche of the housing grants (which took a long
time to arrive). Their slow formulation and dissemination of macro-level
policy, and the failure to establish district implementation units and local
resource centres to support local rebuilding has meant key governance
functions were not effectively carried out. Local government officials from
the municipal and ward levels have been left in an awkward position, as
they lack the capacity and resources to deal with their core functions, and
are uncertain about the roles they should be playing. We find that the
failure of the NRA to work with and empower municipalities and wards
has been a major strategic mistake, and has led to significant delays,
while failing to utilize existing government officials and infrastructure.
Formal governance structures have made relatively small contributions
to rebuilding houses in urban areas – and it can be argued that formal
governance structures have impeded rebuilding. The absence of NRA
support for reconstruction prompted all of the case study settlements
to form community reconstruction committees that draw upon pre-
earthquake informal governance structures and enter into opportunistic
collaborations with NGOs and other organizations.

b. Community reconstruction committees

In three of the settlements (Pilachhen, Bungmati and Harisiddhi),
rebuilding plans were coordinated by community reconstruction
committees (Table 4). In all three settlements, the need for a cohesive
community rebuilding plan was initially pushed by a small group
of influential persons. In Pilachhen, the Maya Foundation, a local
NGO run by a wealthy local businessman, proposed a rebuilding and
redevelopment plan based upon leveraging cultural heritage to promote
livelihoods through tourism (Pilachhen Reconstruction and Tourism
Promotion Project – PRTPP). Reconstruction efforts are coordinated by
a council of 13 influential local figures who serve as advisors, with the
chairman of the Maya Foundation playing a central role. None of these
members is elected, but community meetings have been held to obtain
the consensus of residents for the plan, which aims to rebuild up to 100
houses and some communal infrastructure.

While efforts are loosely coordinated with ward and municipal
offices, all operational aspects of the project are driven by the PRTPP
and the Maya Foundation. This includes hiring an engineering company
to design plans and build, and a financial structure through which
homeowners contribute 25 per cent of the cost in cash and 25 per cent
in labour. The Maya Foundation is working to secure the remaining 50
per cent through subsidized loans and donor support. As of June 2017,
approximately 20 houses are under construction, with plans in place for
the remaining structures. Following initial progress in Pilachhen, the NRA
has touted the settlement as a model for rebuilding historic settlements,
and has promised to facilitate rebuilding by expediting building permits
and being flexible about the US$ 3,000 cap – in effect by cutting through
red tape it created in the first place.

In Harisiddhi, a well-known social worker with political contacts
helped form a reconstruction committee (Harisiddhi Reconstruction
and Rehabilitation Committee – HRRC). The committee consists of
local political leaders, senior residents, representatives of the guthi,
and professionals with relevant expertise (architects and engineers). The reconstruction committee is not a formally registered body. The Harisiddhi plan was influenced by a rebuilding initiative in another settlement that had drawn the interest of the Indian embassy – and was based upon the somewhat misguided premise that the Indian embassy would sponsor reconstruction in Harisiddhi. The reconstruction proposal aims to rebuild communal infrastructure and private residences, using traditional Newari architecture modified to be earthquake resistant and to enhance commercial potential through home stays and facilities for tourism. The plan was prepared by a committee of approximately 20 local engineers, which obtained input through a series of community meetings open to all land-owning residents. The HRRC does not have any internal mechanisms to fund rebuilding – its plan is predicated upon securing external funds. To date, this has not been successful, and the plan has gained no traction. As of June 2017, approximately 30 households out of the more than 100 that lost their homes have moved on with rebuilding on their own without following the community plan. These individual initiatives, which are funded by residents, lack permits and are not based upon traditional Newari design.

Local leaders in Bungmati formed the Bungmati Area Reconstruction and Development Council (BARDC) on the advice of the local ward office to help plan rebuilding. The committee contains approximately 20 members, representing local youth clubs, the guthi, and different neighbourhood associations in Bungmati – with members serving two-year terms, and nominated by community consensus. In a high-profile collaboration with UN-Habitat, BARDC developed a comprehensive plan framed around the restoration of traditional Newari heritage and promoting tourism. The Bungmati reconstruction plan, called Revitalizing Bungmati: An Action Plan, was a highly touted model of how to rebuild historic urban settlements as part of a community-based development initiative. While the project had lots of exposure and high-profile endorsement, it did not have a clear plan for funding rebuilding. As of June 2017, little progress had been made implementing the plan. A small number of individual residents have begun rebuilding using their own resources through contractors, but unlike in Harisiddhi, they have adhered to the Newari design proposed in the rebuilding plan.

Two settlements (Machhegaun and Thecho) partnered with Lumanti to co-develop rebuilding proposals. Lumanti has a long history of working on issues related to urban poverty and housing, and had projects in both settlements before the earthquake. Lumanti’s plan in both settlements, according to its website, is to “facilitate and assist earthquake affected families and communities to plan and rebuild hopes, homes and basic infrastructure making communities better, safer, resilient, and sustainable for a dignified life of the people.” In Machhegaun, Lumanti asked residents to form a users’ committee to plan the reconstruction. Two users’ committees were formed, each with 15–20 members, with Lumanti insisting that the committees have at least one female member, who should serve as treasurer. Reconstruction plans are not driven by a common aesthetic or preservation of Newari heritage, but rather respond to the context of the house and the wishes of each homeowner. With the support of the Community Architect Networks of the Asian Coalition of Housing Rights, Lumanti has assisted the community to develop a master plan, and is providing a housing grant (up to US$ 3,000) to 115 households selected from the NRA’s list
of “beneficiaries”. This support replaces the US$ 3,000 to be provided by the NRA. Residents need to obtain the balance of the funding on their own, and so priority was given to households that were able to obtain the necessary financing. As of June 2017, over 35 houses were under construction, and there were plans to finish all houses by February 2018.

In Thecho, Lumanti encouraged already existing neighbourhood committees to form a community-led reconstruction committee. This led to the formation of a number of users’ committees, with responsibility for such issues as waste management and resolution of land disputes. Lumanti worked with the local community to design a plan that required land pooling to allow residents to adhere to new bylaws requiring a minimum plot area for new houses. Similar to Machhegaun, Lumanti is providing grants of US$ 3,000 to 115 households to support rebuilding, with the balance of the funds coming from residents. As of June 2017, approximately 50 houses have been completed or are under construction, with plans in place for the remaining structures.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our data from the settlements in the Kathmandu Valley make a clear case for decentralized disaster governance in urban areas. The NRA has not effectively supported reconstruction in our case study settlements, or reinforced local government offices. This has forced communities to undertake their own reconstruction plans, which in turn are restricted by NRA policies and lack of local governance capacity. There is a consensus amongst local stakeholders that rebuilding has been limited by the lack of a coherent government reconstruction policy for urban areas – a key NRA responsibility. There is clear frustration about the wait for new building codes and bylaws that were supposed to be produced by the NRA in a timely manner. Additionally, some of the new building bylaws make it virtually impossible to rebuild historic urban settlements. Requirements about building height, minimum plot size, spacing between buildings and width of streets do not align with traditional styles, layouts and patterns of land ownership in the Newari settlements. Pegging the disbursal of housing grants to the NRA’s official damage assessment forced residents in urban areas to wait over a year to receive their first tranche of funding. The subsequent lack of follow-up evaluation by NRA engineers, which was supposed to be provided through local resource centres, has further delayed the second and third tranches of the housing grants. Finally, the NRA did not utilize local government and community governance structures to compensate for the NRA’s limited capacity on the ground.

In contrast, in all of our case study settlements, local groups designed comprehensive, integrated community development plans that emphasize physical, social and economic development; participatory and inclusive frameworks; special provisions for members of marginalized groups (such as poor households, widows, etc.); and inclusion of hazard mitigation features. All of the proposals we reviewed are aligned with the principles in the GoN master plan, as well as the general consensus promoted by international organizations for community-based reconstruction efforts. In short, what we have found in our case study settlements is what humanitarian actors hope to encounter in a post-crisis environment – well-thought-out, creative local initiatives.
However, there is an important caveat – members and potential participants within rebuilding plans are restricted to landowners. This excludes pre-earthquake renters, tenants and squatters. While this is aligned with GoN policy in which users’ committees are composed of landowners, it means that potentially significant numbers of earthquake-affected persons are not factored into rebuilding plans. Given the high numbers of renters who populated urban settlements in the Kathmandu Valley before the earthquake, this has the potential to exclude large numbers of stakeholders from beneficiary entitlements.

As of June 2017, over two years after the earthquake, our case study settlements demonstrated varying levels of reconstruction progress. The settlements that have made the most progress rebuilding were strongly supported by local NGOs. The interventions of the Maya Foundation in Pilachhen and Lumanti in Machhegaun and Thecho to operationalize plans through securing funding, organizing land pooling and collective labour, and either securing or ignoring building permits, seem to account for most of the progress. In contrast, Harisiddhi and Bungmati have been let down by their reliance upon high-profile external actors, such as UN-Habitat and foreign donors, which never came through with anticipated funding. In these settlements, residents have begun to give up on community proposals and rebuild on an individual household basis.

While local stakeholders have played important roles in initiating reconstruction plans for their communities, is clear that they could have used considerable support from the GoN at all levels. The mechanisms in the NRA guidelines for supporting local reconstruction were not effective. In particular, the plan to create new local governance institutions in the form of district implementation units and local resource centres only served to marginalize and reduce the effectiveness of the municipal and ward offices already in place. The NRA did not draw upon disaster management frameworks spelled out in the 2009 National Disaster Management Strategy, which anticipated district, municipal and ward officials playing significant roles in disaster response. We suspect that reinforcing the capacity of local government offices through additional personnel and skills enhancement to deal with the demands of the reconstruction would have better served local reconstruction needs, and helped build long-term disaster governance capacity in the Kathmandu Valley.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In an interview in March 2017, the CEO of the NRA, Govinda Pokharel, candidly stated that the NRA was not effective. He cited three core reasons: the NRA lacks human resources with sufficient capacity; donor funding is often offered conditionally, which does not adhere to NRA guidelines; and new bylaws are too stringent and so it is almost impossible for many people in Nepal to conform to their provisions. This admission, which aligns with what we have presented in this paper, raises important questions about the utility of creating ad hoc disaster management agencies. One of the main arguments for establishing new centralized governance structures is the need to compensate for the limited capacity of sub-national levels of government, and to provide competent, effective and accountable disaster management.

It is clear that before the 2015 earthquake, governance capacity at all levels in Nepal faced challenges in terms of capacity, resources and
政治争议。正如琼斯等（2013）所述，当地利益相关者质疑地方政府官员在减灾（DRR）和开发项目中的有效性。然而，我们从2015年地震后对灾后重建的研究中发现，利益相关者也对国家级官员的有效性表示怀疑，因为两年的挫折和失望与重建的速度有关。这使我们提出一个问题，即是否可以设想通过拥有有限或紧张治理能力的国家的“自上而下”治理结构来帮助灾后重建。一个成功的NRA需要找到大量可用、合格的成员，能够与政府的各层级、公民、外部捐赠者和NGOs进行交流。我们在尼泊尔看到，NRA在建立过程中浪费了宝贵的时间，也从没有能够建立一个能够执行其核心使命的团队。

集中化和社区为基础的方法在减灾中很常见，特别是作为推ि harassment by Hyogo and Sendai。虽然不质疑减灾计划的重要性，但尼泊尔的情况表明，提高减灾前的韧性的努力与实际应对灾害的差异。很多核心任务需要在重建城市区域时，这种地方性政府职责是不能在全国层面通过“自上而下”机构或转移到社区为基础的组织来处理的。相反，重要的是要与现有的地方机构和治理结构合作，并帮助建立必要的能力和知识来在一个城市环境中做事情。政府的反应是通过重新配置政府角色来创建一个全新的结构和治理，这个结构没有任何以前的经验或与所有关键利益相关者在地方治理中建立的关系。这取代了对地方治理能力的支持，通过支持地方、市政和区官员。

在对Hyogo和Sendai框架的反应中，尼泊尔开发了一个详尽的减灾和管理计划——为它的努力赢得了国际赞誉。然而，2015年地震后，政府避开了国家减灾风险管理战略，选择了构建一个新的集中式框架，其中灾难响应的责任分配给没有有效应对能力的国家级官员。尼泊尔案例应该为庆祝纸上减灾管理计划提供一个警告，并提醒我们，分散灾难响应的某些方面不仅是一个美好的理想，而且在重建城市区域时是一个实际的必要条件。
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